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Superior UX with php, 
varnish and a few 
vmods

(or how to serve 600 pageviews/sec on crappy laptop)



Content

A bit on caching in general

A bit on the problem at hand

A bit on solution

A number or two



Why cache stuff?

Save resources

Scale better

100 ms rule

wasting resources is bad



How does caching looks like?



How does caching really looks like?



You are already doing it

OS caches

Opcode caches

Query caches

Browser cache

*insert your caching system here*



Downsides

Introduces complexity

Complicates debugging

Makes functional tests harder to write

Only two hard things in computer sciences are...



The problem at hand



The problem at hand

Symfony based news portal

clients should never feel “weight” of the backend app

editors shouldn’t feel publishing delay for main content

Avoid “hacky” solutions - use solid service based architecture

When possible strive for “zero emission frontend”

Maintenance should not involve tweaking VCL



Available cache invalidation strategies

Simple TTL

Cache validation

Purge



ESI

output)



The stack



The stack



Varnish 4.0 VCL



Varnish 4.0 VCL
sub vcl_recv {
    if (req.method == "PRI") {
        /* We do not support SPDY or HTTP/2.0 */
        return (synth(405));
    }
    if (req.method != "GET" &&
      req.method != "HEAD" &&
      req.method != "PUT" &&
      req.method != "POST" &&
      req.method != "TRACE" &&
      req.method != "OPTIONS" &&
      req.method != "DELETE") {
        /* Non-RFC2616 or CONNECT which is weird. */
        return (pipe);
    }

    if (req.method != "GET" && req.method != "HEAD") {
        /* We only deal with GET and HEAD by default */
        return (pass);
    }
    if (req.http.Authorization || req.http.Cookie) {
        /* Not cacheable by default */
        return (pass);
    }
    return (hash);
}



Varnish 4.0 VCL
sub vcl_hit {
    if (obj.ttl >= 0s) {
        // A pure unadultered hit, deliver it
        return (deliver);
    }
    if (obj.ttl + obj.grace > 0s) {
        // Object is in grace, deliver it
        // Automatically triggers a background fetch
        return (deliver);
    }
    // fetch & deliver once we get the result
    return (fetch);
}



softpurge vmod



softpurge vmod



xkey vmod
<?php

$curl = curl_init("http://your.varnish.cache/url-to-purge");

curl_setopt($curl, CURLOPT_CUSTOMREQUEST, "PURGE");

curl_exec($curl);



xkey vmod (ex hashtwo)



xkey vmod
sub vcl_recv {
    # Happens before we check if we have this in cache already.
    # Typically you clean up the request here, removing cookies you don't need,
    # rewriting the request, etc.

    if (req.method == "PURGE") {
        # TODO: enabled in production
        #if (!client.ip ~ purge) {
        #    return(synth(405,"Not allowed."));
        #}

        if (req.http.xkey){
            set req.http.n-gone = xkey.softpurge(req.http.xkey);
            return (synth(200, "Invalidated "+req.http.n-gone+" objects"));
        } else {
            # Return early to avoid return(pass) by builtin VCL.
            return (hash);
        }
    }
...



xkey vmod
<?php

$curl = curl_init("http://your.varnish.cache/url-to-purge");

curl_setopt($curl, CURLOPT_CUSTOMREQUEST, "PURGE");

curl_exec($curl);



cookie vmod



cookie vmod
sub vcl_recv {
...
    // If request URL matches 'user-content' string and has set _portal_uuid cookie (i.e. user is logged)
    // then force cache miss
    if (req.url ~ "user-content") {
        cookie.parse(req.http.cookie);
        if (cookie.isset("_portal_uuid") && cookie.get("_portal_uuid") != "") {

            // Set request header so that we know we've forced debugging
            set req.http.X-Debug = "FORCE MISS";

            // When you return pass the request and subsequent response will be passed to and
            // from the backend server. It won't be cached. pass can be returned from vcl_recv
            return (pass);
        }
    }

    // Cookies handling
    if (req.http.cookie) {
        // Store cookie string in custom X-Cookie header
        cookie.parse(req.http.cookie);
        set req.http.X-Cookie = cookie.get_string();

        // Delete original Cookie header
        unset req.http.cookie;
    }
...



cookie vmod
sub vcl_backend_fetch {

    // Make Cookies available for backend
    set bereq.http.cookie = bereq.http.cookie + ";" + bereq.http.X-Cookie;

    return (fetch);
}



Some numbers
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